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Reciprocal integrals are constructed so that {H, h} constitutes a dual transform 
pair where H is a harmonic function in R4 and h is the associated analytic function 
in C3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the harmonic continuation to encoun- 
ter singularities are linked to properties of the analytic continuation and conversely. 
Thus, &ego’s theorem regarding zonal harmonic series and analytic functions in C’ 
has a function theoretic extension to several variables. 9 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Classical theorems of Gabor Szego [ 141 and Zeev Nehari [ 131 develop 
the singularities of zonal harmonic and Legendre series from Taylor’s series 
of analytic functions of one complex variable. They apply Hadamard’s 
method in the multiplication of singularities theorem to the transform pair, 
and thereby obtain information about the relationships between the 
singularities-in particular those of the harmonic function from the 
associate. 
Function theory has broadened these ideas to the study of singularities 
of other differential equations. Sharp results require reciprocal transforms. 
Hadamard type arguments are applied in each direction to describe the 
domains of regularity of the elements and, thus, the structure of the sets of 
possible singularities-one from the other. The key is proper formulation of 
the operators so that the actual singularities of the function elements can 
be pinpointed. 
The theory in R3 is reasonably well-developed. One maps analytic func- 
tions in C* onto harmonic functions (and conversely), studies the 
singularities, and then repeats the process by the method of ascent [S] 
with the harmonic functions assuming the role of associates for solutions of 
more general elliptic partial differential equations. Certain boundary value 
problems [S], value distribution [9], including growth and approximation 
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[ 10, 121, and representation theorems [3, 73 are typical of other kinds of 
problems that are accessible in a suitable format (see [2, 31 as well). 
There are only a few integral transforms available for harmonic functions 
in R4 (see [4, 6, 71). The kernels of the operators are lengthy and involved 
and the generating variables lack “special” properties. These complications 
are introduced by the choice of the standard spherical coordinates for the 
R4-LaPlacian and the basis for expansions of the associates as Taylor’s 
series in C3. In this format, there is no function theoretic function theory 
in R4. Further interest exists in representations of harmonic functions in R4 
because of the connection with biaxially symmetric potentials, as well as, 
with time dependent problems in R3 viewed as restrictions to appropriate 
manifolds [ 141. 
In this paper, a new set of basis functions for the associates is chosen and 
the angular variables in R4 are put into an alternate form. This permits 
application of formulae in special functions to develop basic harmonic 
polynomials. The corresponding series expansions are linked by simple 
dual transforms containing elementary kernels. The generating variables of 
each operator are based on the same vectors. The utility of the operators 
is demonstrated by classifying singularities of a harmonic function from 
easily verified properties of the associated. The antecedent is a theorem of 
Robert Gilbert [S, p. 189ff] for harmonic functions in R3 which extended 
Szego’s and Nehari’s singularities theorems for axially symmetric poten- 
tials. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a point in R4 whose spherical coordinates (r, 9, 4, $) are 
defined as in [ 15, p. 981 and section [S] with r = 1x1 and angles 0 6 9 < Z, 
Odcp<2lt, -2~ < II/ < 27r. Let D be a simply connected domain about.the 
origin in R4. A harmonic function HE C’(D) is a solution of LaPlace’s 
equation [ 15, p. 4941 
[l/r3 d,(r’ d,) + 4/r2 A,] H(X) =O, 
where the surface dependence of the operator is expressed as 
d, = [aHe + ctg(%) a, + l/sin’(%)(a,, - 2 cos(%) a,$ + a,,)] 
A set of particular solutions [ 13, p. 1231, 
Hin (r, z, L v) = rZk Y$,, (z, i, VI ), 
YLAZ? L ul) = E,(z) i”vl”> 
z = cos( %), i = exp(ib), rl = exp($), 
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with (m,n,k)EQ := {(p,q,r): -r<p,q<r, r=O, 1,2, 3, . ..} is provided 
by separation of variables. The Pk,, correspond to Jacobi polynomials 
pI~,v)(z)=2”‘i”~“(w~,) ‘(1 -z)cnM/2(1 +z)‘p”- m)/2p;,(z) 
(c&J’ := [(k-m)! (k+m)!/(k-n)! (k+n)!]“2, 
where 
.i=k+(P+v)P, m = (P + vY2, n=(v-p))/2 
with integer parameters p =m +n and v =m-n [l; 15, p. 1251. 
A complete set of functions is formed by the spherical harmonic polyno- 
mials [15, p. 1611, 
m=-k ,r=-k 
Thus, a function that is harmonic at the origin expands as a compactly 
convergent series 
H(r,z,Lr?)= f Hk(r,z,i,v) 
k=O 
(la) 
in the sphere S(r,): 1x1 < r. whose radius is the distance from the origin to 
the nearest singularity. 
Each harmonic function is linked with a unique analytic function 
h(z 1, z2, Z,)= f hk(Z,, Z2, Zj) (lb) 
k=O 
of three complex variables called the associate of H so 
constitutes a transform pair, where 
and 
m=k >,= -k 
h(Z,, 223 z,)= 1 1 d,,hi&,> 221~3) 
m=-k n-k 
h!i,,h z2, Z,)=Z;l(Zf-nZ/;+“) 
for (m, n, k) E Q. The initial domain of definition of h is 
that {H,h} 
D E.rO : lzll < 4/2, b21 < r$, l--E< 1z31< 1$&, 
for some sufficiently small positive E. 
409~154’1.4 
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3. THE INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Construction of the ascending operator W: h + H begins with the 
LaPlace type integral formulation [ 15, p. 1471 
(m, n, k) E 52 with generating variables 
r,=z,(z,S):=~+(Z)S”*+i~~~(Z)S-‘i2 
z*=2*(z,s):=&(z)s”*+qs+(z).~-“* 
(is+(z) := [(1+2)/2-j”‘. 
The contour r, is the positively oriented upper semicircle: 1.~1 = 1 traversed 
from s = - 1 to s = + 1. The principle branches of multivalued functions are 
taken. 
It is easy to use this to express the spherical harmonics as 
Hk = W[h,] := (l/274 jf. h,((r2/q)1’2~,, (r*y)“*T,, s[) ds/s, 
k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Applying the W-transform termwise to the sum in Eq. (lb) 
and then interchange of the limits yields the ascending operator 
H(r, z, i, 9) := Whl 
= (1/27-C) jr5 h((r’/t#‘“q, (r*y)“*r,, SC) ds/s (2) 
which presents a harmonic function H on the initial domain of definition 
S(rd. 
The next step is to invert W and map H onto its associate. This begins 
by expressing the orthogonality of the surface harmonics in terms of the 
functions P!‘& [ 15, p. 1611 to verify that 
where 
u := zl z,/r’, Lx :=z3, p := Z2/Zl 
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with (m, n, k) and (p, q, r) E 52. The segment [ - 1, + l] tranversed from 
left to right is rZ; whereas, r, and rrl each represent a single positively 
oriented circuit of the unit circle. The symbol “*” designates the complex 
conjugate operator. 
The kernel of the inverse operator is expressed as a series derived from 
the functions 
p=i Y=J 
Kj(a;z,[J)=a' 1 c (~;,,-‘y;,(z, i, rl), j=o, 1,2, 3, ..‘1 
p=-j y=-j 
which have the property that 
=(2/(2k+1))h,(z,,z2,z,)6j~, j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
By defining 
K(O*; Z, Cr*[, p*q)= f Kj(O*; Z, cI*[, P*?f) (3) 
j=O 
we compute 
(l/2N2 jF IF. jFs Hk(r, z, L v)CK(a*; z, a*L /3*v)l* dz 4/i dvlrl 
q i - 
= (2/(2k + 1)) h(z, 2 ~2, z,), k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4) 
In order to find the closed form expression of K, we utilize the identities 
in [ 15, pp. 147, 1483 and apply the generating function 
q=i 
1 (w;,)-‘Y~,(z, c, v]) = [7{-+<+P] If, 
Y= --I 
71= 71 (z, 0, 72 = 72k i) 
for -j<p<j, j=O, 1,2,3, . . . to retaste the jth term in Eq. (3) as 
P=i 
K,(o; 71, 72, q) = d 1 [7:‘-P7;+P] vp. (5) 
p= -j 
This sum is used to evaluate 
No; 71,729 v) := K(a; z, i, v) 
= (1 + c7172)/[(1 - @TYlV)(l -a7:?)1 (6) 
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on the domain 
z: lat:/q1 < 1, laT:q( < 1. 
Application of the identity 
c+ d/dfJ(cr’+“2} = (j-t l/2)0’ 
j=o, 1, 2, 3 3 ...> to Eqs. (3-6) produces the kernel for the inverse 
C(0; T,, T2, yl) := a”2 d/do[cmqa; T1, T*, v])] (7) 
with the property that 
k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Compact convergence on the sets DE,10 and Z is established 
by majorants. The spherical harmonic expansion of H is integrated 
termwise and the inversion of the operator W results locally as in Eq. (8b). 
The contour deformation method (see [4]) produces global representa- 
tions of H and h through reciprocal transforms linking the associated har- 
monic and analytic function elements. This is summarized as a regularity 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The reciprocal integral equations 
H(r, z, i, 4) =Wh(zl, z2, ~~11 
:= (VW jr3 h((r2/r) 1’2~1 (z, s), (r2q)li2t2 (z, s), SC) ds/s, 
h(z,, z2, z3) = Wp’CH(r, 2, i, rl))l 
:= (VW* jr jr. I, H(r, 4 i, 4) 
‘I c ‘ 
. CC(a; Tlr 72, VII* dz 41 Wv, 
(84 
(8b) 
where 
C(@; 71, 22, ‘I) := C((Z,Z,/r*)*; T,(Z, Z:i), T,(Z, Z:i), (Z~/ZI)*V), 
form a dual transform pair linking the function elements H and h on their 
domains of association. 
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4. THE DOMAINS OF ASSOCIATION 
The continuation of the function elements generates motion of the 
singularities of the integrands. During this process one constructs domains 
of association on which the function elements are regular by deforming the 
contours to avoid singularities that approach them on intersecting trajec- 
tories. We determine these domains and then identify the relationships 
between the singularities of H and h. 
Let us begin with a harmonic function H and associate h that have their 
respective singularities at X0 and Z, neither of which contains a coordinate 
plane. We write the analytic manifold of possible singularities as 
M(Z;X;s)=M(Z,;X,;s,)+VM(Z,;X,;s,)~(Z-Z,;X-X,; 
s-q))+ .‘.) where s0 is the vector representing the variables of integration. 
The harmonic continuation of W[h] describes the possible singularities 
of H as the set 
where &‘{A} are the Hadamard singularities, E(h) the envelope 
singularities, and P(h) the endpinch singulartities (see, for example [4]). 
In this context, “singularities” means the possible singularities which are 
those we are unable to list as regular points by either the Hadamard, 
envelope, or endpinch methods. The true singularities are extracted from 
these. 
Upon examining the integrand of WC/z], we find that these sets are 
derived from the surface 
where 
w; z,> := ((X &I): @Cc 51, Tz, r?;ZcJ=O}, (9) 
:= [l - 1/a&‘/~)“‘r,(z, s)][l - l/c~~(r~v)l’~r~(z, s)]. (lob) 
The Hadamard singularities 
d{kZ,) := {(~,Z,):~(~,~,,~,,I?;Z,)=0) 
determined by eliminating the parameter “3” yield 
d{h}: 
(r21rlWl (z, cd) = aI 
(r2ty)“2t2(z, a,/[) = az. (11) 
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Similarly, the envelope singularities are 
G{h}=G{h;Z,}nG,{h;Z,} 
with 
and 
G, {h; Z,} := {(x, Z,): a@/at, a7,/as + a@/at, a7,jaS + a@/aS = o}. 
The complement of G{ h > relative to d{ h >, 
E{h}=E,{h;Zo}~~2{~;Zo}, (12) 
is our real interest where 
J%@; zo): 
(r21r1Y271 (z, Sk) = @l, 
(r’q)‘/*72(Z, Sk) = a2, 
(13) 
for k=l,2 with sl=i&/d+, s2 = q5+/it+k. If, in addition, either of the 
criteria 
(@+14-)i-4=03 (9+h-)1-~3=0 
are satisfied, E(h) is empty. The remaining set consists of the endpinch 
singularities 
Pjh} = PI {k Zo} u p2 {A; zo> 
Pk {h; Z,} := P’(h; Z,} n Pik’{h; Z,}, k= 1,2, 
(14) 
which enjoy special status as the fixed points of the contour. The sets 
Pck’{h; z,} := {(x, z,): @(a, 71, 72, ‘I; ZO)I~=~~=~} 
~yh;z,) :={(~,z,):a~ja7,a~,/a~+a~ja~,/a~+a~ja~l,=,,=o} 
for k= 1, 2 with s1 = 1 and s2 = - 1. We find that P(h) c B(h) (see 
Eq. (21a)). 
Therefore, any possible singularities of H which are generated by the 
harmonic continuation must be included in the described sets. And G is a 
harmonic function element at points 
that are connected to the initial domain of definition by a smooth path of 
regular points. 
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The next step is to reverse the argument and examine the domain of 
analyticity of the element h = W ~ ’ [HI. We proceed by identifying the set 
of singularities of the integrand of W -’ from the kernel 
C(cr;r,,~,,rl)=(1/2)K(a;r,,z,,?)+ad/daCK(a;z,,~*,vl)l 
as having the global definition 
~~‘{~;~,):={(~,,Z):~‘(cr,T,,t,,rl;~,)=O}, (15) 
where 
yV(cJ, TI > 72, r; X0) 
:= [l - (l/z,)(a/~)“2rl (z, z:i)][l - (1/z2)(0)1)‘%2(z, j*[)]. (16) 
Since the ultimate goal is to exact the true singularities from the sets of 
possible singularities, we find that when the criteria 
l/a,(r2/r#‘2= 1/z,(a/q)‘!2= l/z, {(z,z2/Y~)/((z2/z,)*~)}‘~2 
1/c(2(r2v])“z = l/z,(csy)“‘= l/z, {(z,z2/~2)(z2/z,)*~}“2 
are satisfied, the cross ratios 
z,z21r2 = a,ct2 (17a) 
and 
+: = (zl/z:)2/(z2/~:)2 (17b) 
follow. And, if in addition 
Q? = i’> (17c) 
where z and q are defined implicitly in Eq. (9), the Hadamard singularities 
of S{h} and S-‘(H) are in the one-to-one correspondence, 
X,ES{~;Z~} if,andif, ZO~SP’{H;XO}. (18) 
This identifies {X0, Z,} as true singularities of the respective, lements. 
What remains is to find the singularities that may occur during the 
contour deformation. We begin with the envelope singularities 
E~‘(H}=S~‘{H;X,}nE~‘jH;X,}nE~‘{H;X,)nE,~’{H;X,}, (19) 
where 
E,‘{H;X,} := {(X,,Z):a/arlCY(a,rl,z,,rl;X,)1=0} 
E;‘{ft X,} := {(X”, Z): a/mvcT T1, r2, v; X,)1 =O} 
E; ‘(H;&} := {(xc,, z): @‘~[~‘(a, TI, ~2, q; x,)] =o}. 
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The system of simultaneous equations generated by Eq. (19) has no solu- 
tions for Z, E E-’ {H}. Thus, the envelope set is empty. 
We now examine the singularities that may arise due to the endpinch 
effect (see [4, 51). These are located on 
P-‘{H}=P, ‘{H;X,}uP;‘f~;~o}, 
where 
and 
P;‘(H; X0} = Pck){H, X0) n P”‘{ H; X0>, k= 1, 2, (20a, b) 
P’k’{K&j := {(XmZ): ~(~,~1,~2,~;~o)I,F=.~I(=o} @la) 
Pik’{H; Xc,} := ((A’,, Z): d/dz[Y’(a, ~1, ~‘2, ~];&)]l~=,y~=O} (21b) 
for si = 1 and s2 = - 1. These complex surfaces are described in Eqs. (21 b). 
Therefore, the element h = W ~ i [H] is analytic at any point 
Z,$&P{H} UP(H) 
which is connected to the initial domain of definition by a smooth path of 
regular points. 
5. THE SINGULAR MANIFOLDS 
The set of possible singularities of a function element is identified as the 
points complementary to the domain of association. Function theoretic 
principles establish that any such point that the inverse maps onto a 
singularity of the associate was in fact an actual singularity of the element. 
The converse is true as well when the role of the associate is reversed. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions have been given for the Hadamard 
singularities of W and W-’ to correspond. Moreover, there is no set 
E- ’ { H} corresponding with E(h) and, therefore, no new candidates for 
true singularities to consider. 
It remains to compare the endpinch points (singularities) which have 
special status as endpoints of the contours and remain fixed during the 
continuation process. They are derived from Eqs. (20a, b) as Eqs. (21a, b) 
following 
(r2/rf)‘12T,(z, +l)=cc, (al~)“2tl(~1,Z:i)=GI,, 
P(H): (r2y1)‘12T2(z, + 1) = M2, P-‘(h): (O/rp2T2( * 1, zT[)= CQ, 
i= +cr,, 
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subject to the conditions in Eqs. (18), (19). If coincidence is to occur, 
Q/i = zf( = * 1. 
Then the sets P- ’ {h} and Pm ’ (H} are identical subsets of A${ H 
summarize our results. 
THEOREM 2. Let the expansions 
n = k 
Wr, z, [, rf)= f, mik C WL,,a&r2kPi,,(z) [“q” 
k-0 n,= -k ,,= -k 
and 
m m=k n=k 
We 
:22a) 
h(z,, ~2, -73 )= C C 1 aLti(zt-“z/;+“)z’; Pb) 
k=O m=-k ,1=-k 
define respective harmonic and analytic functions on their initial domains of 
definition. Then the point X, reached by harmonically continuing the function 
element H and avoiding the endpinch points is a singularity if, and only if, 
1 - (1/~,)(r’~)‘~‘~, (z, a3/i)- (l/~2)(r2v)‘~2~2(z, c(3/i) 
+(r2/~I~2)~I(z,~3/i)~2(z,~3/1)=0, WI 
where Z, 
1 - (l/z,)(z,~,/r~~)“~z, (z, z:z) - ( 1/z2)(z, zZq/r2)“*Tz(z, z3*z) 
+ (21-72 /r*) tl (z, zXJ ~~(2, zX) = 0 (23b) 
with 
a: = (zl/~1*)2/(z2/z2*)2 
is a singularity reached by analytically continuing the function element h and 
conversely. 
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